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Today’s Programme
2:00 – 2:20 pm Recap of Phase I Tryouts 

1. A Brief Summary of Phase I Tryouts
2 Experience Gained2. Experience Gained 

2:20 – 3:45 pm Phase II Tryouts: 
Planning, Implementation & EvaluationPlanning, Implementation & Evaluation 
1. Content – Grammar Forms and Functions
2. Process 
• Using Tiered Activities to Address the Needs 

of Students at Different Levels of Readiness
• Using Flexible Grouping to Enhance• Using Flexible Grouping to Enhance 

Learning
• Varying Teacher Support
3. Product
4. Reflection: Difficulties Encountered & 

Experience GainedExperience Gained
3:45 – 4:00 pm Way Forward 2



What? Why?

Differentiated 
Instruction

How?

Content Process Product

Learning Environment 3



Two Phases of Tryouts in S3Two Phases of Tryouts in S3
Ph I Ph IIPhase I

Reading Skills
Phase II

Learning Grammar in Context

Tryout 1: 
2/11/09 6/11/09

Tryout 1: 
1/3/10 5/3/102/11/09 – 6/11/09

Tryout 2:

1/3/10 – 5/3/10

Tryout 2:Tryout 2:
3/12/09 – 9/12/09

Tryout 2:
3/5/10 – 7/5/10
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Phase I Tryouts
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Phase I Tryouts
The Development and Consolidation ofThe Development and Consolidation of 

Reading Skills

Whose Idea Was It, 
Anyway?

Thomson Nelson

978-0-17-011698-5 
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Identifying Students’ Strengths & Weaknesses in Reading

St d t ’ t di T t di l l L l

Students’ Current Levels Expected Levels

Students’ current reading 
levels: around Levels 2/3 with 
reference to the LPF for 
reading

Target reading levels: Levels 
4/5 with reference to the LPF 
for reading

reading

Students at Levels 2/3 can,  e.g.
• work out the meaning of

Students at Levels 4/5 can,  e.g.
• work out the meaning ofwork out the meaning of 

words and phrases by using 
knowledge of letter-sound 
relationships and word 
f i

work out the meaning of 
words, phrases and some 
idiomatic expressions by 
using semantic and 

formation
• locate specific information  

by identifying key words
k di ti b t th

syntactic clues
• follow ideas by recognising 

simple text structures and 
understanding the use of• make predictions about the 

content from the titles, 
illustrations or contents 
page

understanding the use of 
cohesive devices

• organise information and 
ideas in texts by usingpage ideas in texts by using 
knowledge of text structures 
and some graphic forms 7



Content–
Selecting Appropriate Reading MaterialsSelecting Appropriate Reading Materials

Tryout 2 –Tryout 1 –
Games & Zany Inventions

y
Household Inventions

Whose Idea Was It,   Whose Idea Was It,   
Anyway?

 2 3 5

Anyway?

 27 29pp. 2,3,5 pp. 27 - 29
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Differentiating the Process –
Using Different Teaching Activities to Address the g g
Needs of Students with Different Learning Styles

e.g. 
• using graphic organisersusing graphic organisers
• watching video clips
• drawing pictures
• labelling pictureslabelling pictures
• doing actions 
• doing group discussions

99



Differentiating the Product –
Providing Choices in Demonstrating LearningProviding Choices in Demonstrating Learning

Timeline

Drama
Interview

Graphic Form

PosterComic Strip

Graphic Form
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Impact of the Phase I Tryouts on Teachersp y

Adopting different teaching strategies:
• Selecting and using a wide range of materials 

and activities in response to student abilities, 
interests and learning profiles – auditory, 
visual and kinesthetic

• Providing multi-option assignments to 
encourage students to express what they 
have learnt in varied ways

• Using graphic organisers to guide different 
types of learners to structure information

• Planning with collaborative learning in mind

• Varying teacher input, e.g. more 
demonstration and examples for weaker 
students to model after
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Planning for the Phase II Tryouts
• Some DI strategies were effective and should be further 

strengthened:
e g using a variety of activities during the learninge.g. – using a variety of activities during the learning

process to cater for learner diversity (process)
– encouraging students to demonstrate theirencouraging students to demonstrate their

learning in varied ways (product)

• Some DI strategies were not fully experimented in the 
Phase I Tryouts and could be further explored:

ll b ti l ie.g. – collaborative learning 
• New elements

l i DI i th i l ie.g. – applying DI in another area, i.e. learning grammar
in context

– using collaborative learning to engage students in

12

using collaborative learning to engage students in
a common task



Phase II Tryouts
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Phase II TryoutsPhase II Tryouts

• Specific areas investigated:

Learning grammar in contextLearning grammar in context

Tryout 1 Tryout 2
• Duration:

Tryout 1 Tryout 2

1/3/10  5/3/10 3/5/10  7/5/10 
(7 sessions) (6 sessions)
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Usual Practice in Grammar Teaching Before the Project
- Teachers “taught” students all grammar rules listed in the 

grammar book in isolation.
Teachers used PPT slides mainly for explanation- Teachers used PPT slides mainly for explanation.

- Grammar knowledge was assessed through discrete items.

Why do I 
have to 
l

Grammar Learning

learn 
grammar?

Grammar Learning
- Ss forgot the rules easily.

S ld t th i- Ss could not use their 
grammar knowledge for 
communicative purposes 

15
in other contexts.



From usual practice

Other teaching strategiesOther teaching strategies
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L i d T hi G i C t t
Other Teaching Strategies (I)

Learning and Teaching Grammar in Context  
Using an Inductive Approach

With teacher support, the target grammar items/structures are 
identified by the student from the texts.

The target grammar items/structures are classified by the student 
according to their forms.

A hypothesis is made by the student about the forms and functions of 
the target grammar items/structures, using previous knowledge andthe target grammar items/structures, using previous knowledge and 
contextual clues.

The target grammar items/structures are compared with similar onesThe target grammar items/structures are compared with similar ones, 
and the difference, if any, highlighted by the student.

What has been learnt is confirmed and consolidated by making 
reference to dictionaries, grammar books, textbooks, etc. by the student. 17



L i d T hi G i C t t
Other Teaching Strategies (II)

Learning and Teaching Grammar in Context  
Using a Task-based Approach

The purpose and context of the Main Task are examined and 
the grammar items/structures to be learnt are identified by the 
teacher.

A cluster of sub-tasks is designed by the teacher for the 
introduction of the target grammar items/structures and for the g g
students’ practice.

Knowledge of the target grammar items/structures gained from 
the sub-tasks is applied when the student works on the Mainthe sub tasks is applied when the student works on the Main 
Task.

18



The Use of Inductive Approach and 
Task-based Approach to Address Student Needs

• The inductive approach allows more room for teachers to vary pp y
their input and support during the learning process according 
to the students’ needs.

• The task-based approach provides 

“As”, “since” and

opportunities for students to explore the 
language in context and interact with 
each other. As , since  and 

“because” are all 
followed by a clause, but 
“because of” is different.

• Both approaches increase student ot app oac es c ease stude t
participation and promote purposeful use 
of the target language.

19



Phase II Tryouts
L i G i C t tLearning Grammar in Context

Tryout 1 – Let’s Fight Crime in Shatin! Tryout 2 – Travelling with Luck 
20



Integrating Grammar Learning into Reading

Reading Text “A school burglary”
Grammar Focus:                     

Using passive constructions to 
talk about what happened in atalk about what happened in a 

school burglary

Developing Skills –Treasure Plus 3A Developing Skills –
On Track Grammar & 
Usage, Unit 3, Aristo

Treasure Plus 3A, 
p.24, Oxford

21



Integrating Grammar Learning into Reading
G

Reading Text “Western superstitions”
Grammar Focus:                     

Using connectives/modals/ 
imperatives to express 

purposes/reasons & give advicepurposes/reasons & give advice 

Developing Skills –
Treasure Plus 3A, pp.44-45, Oxford

e e op g S s
On Track Grammar & 
Usage, Units 15 & 18, 

Aristo

22



Planning Stage
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Unit Overview – Phase II Tryout I                              
Task-based Approachpp
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Unit Overview – Phase II Tryout II                              
Task-based Approachpp
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Differentiating the Content 
All students learn the same language functions:

• giving advice

• giving reasons

but more language forms are provided for 
students who are more ready:students who are more ready:

Lang 
functions

Students who 
are less ready

Students who 
are more ready

Giving 
advice

“should”,  
“why not”,  

“had better”,

+ “What about”
+ gerund

had better , 
imperatives
+ base form

Giving 
reasons

“as”, “since”, 
“because”,   

“in order to”, 

+ “because of”
+ noun phrase

26
“so that”
+ clause



Differentiating the Process (I) –
Using Tiered Activities to Address the Needs of 

Students at Different Levels of Readiness
Example 1: Listening Activity  

Task: After listening to the conversation between the Principal and the Vice-principal about 
how to raise the security standard of the school, do the following:

Students who are less ready: tick the statements mentioned in the conversation. (Nos. 1-9)
Average students: write a piece of advice that is in the conversation but not listed (No 10)

Before you leave make sure the following is done:

Average students: write a piece of advice that is in the conversation, but not listed.  (No. 10)
More able students: add two more preventive tips to the checklist.  (Nos. 11-12)

Before you leave, make sure the following is done:
1. The computer equipment is stored in the 

computer room.  2. The windows in the computer room are opened.

3. The computers are removed. 4. The windows in the staff room are closed.p

5. The Vice-principal’s room is locked. 6. The Principal’s room is locked.

7. All the lights in the corridor are turned on. 8. All the money is kept in the safe.

9. The safe in the Principal’s room is locked. 10. The __________ ______ ____________ on. 

272711. 12.
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Differentiating the Process (I) –
Using Tiered Activities to Address the Needs of 

Example 2: Case Cards  

Students at Different Levels of Readiness

Task: Ss answer questions posted on the Q&A section of the webpage.
Ss who are less ready: attempt easier cases
More able Ss: attempt more demanding cases

Case 4: (easy)
My husband is a Horse and I am a Rat.  We will visit 

Hong Kong for the first time in March Can youHong Kong for the first time in March.  Can you 
suggest some places and activities for us?

Case 5: (more demanding as Ss have to provide a moreCase 5: (more demanding as Ss have to provide a more 
comprehensive answer)

I am a Rabbit.  I plan to go to Hong Kong with my friend, 
who is a Sheep. When should we go on the trip? Whatwho is a Sheep.  When should we go on the trip?  What 
places should we visit in Hong Kong?  What should we 

buy to bring us more luck?  More importantly, what 
should I pay attention to during my visit?

2828

p y g y



Differentiating the Process (II) –
Using Flexible Grouping to Enhance Learning

Example 1: Bookmark Design

Function: Give advice on crime   
prevention

Task: Students discuss in groups

Form:  “Make sure” + passive voice in 
the simple present tense

Task:  Students discuss in groups 
what crime prevention tips to 
be put on the bookmarks.  
Then each student designs aThen each student designs a 
bookmark with a piece of 
advice on crime prevention.

2929



Differentiating the Process (II) –
Using Flexible Grouping to Enhance Learning

Example 2: Game: “Under Arrest!” (1)

Function: Talk about what    
happened to the people 
and the property in a 

h l b lschool burglary
Form: Passive voice in the simple

past tensep

Task:  Students talk about what 
happened in a school burglary pp g y
according to the clues.  

4 students in each group:
S1: weakest 
S2: average 
S3: average 

3030
S4: strongest



Differentiating the Process (II) –
Using Flexible Grouping to Enhance Learning

Example 3: Game: “Under Arrest!” (2)

Students worked together 
to design their own gameto design their own game.

31



Differentiating the Process (III) –
Varying Teacher SupportVarying Teacher Support

Example:
Discovering Grammar Rules

Teachers provided additionalTeachers provided additional 
support to the weaker students 
by breaking down the steps and 
demonstrating to them how to g

locate the target grammar items 
and identify the functions they 

perform.

32
32



Differentiating the Product
Second Tryout

Differentiating the Product
First Tryoute.g. Second Tryout 

- Case Cards
(Give advice to

First Tryout 

- Bookmark
(Present advice on (Give advice to 

travellers on what (not) 
to do based on their 

(Present advice on 
crime prevention)

zodiac signs)

- A ‘lucky’ travel plan- Leaflet (Final product) A lucky  travel plan           
(Final product)
(Suggest a 1-2 day 

( p )
(Give facts about 
crimes in Shatin and ( gg y

travel plan with 
reference to the zodiac 
i

make plans for crime 
prevention measures)

33
signs)



Assessments 
Final Examination – Reading ComprehensionFinal Examination – Reading Comprehension 

& Using Grammar in Context

Examples taken from 

Internal Exam PaperInternal Exam Paper

34



Difficulties Encountered in Phase II Tryouts (I)y ( )

Difficulties Encountered Action Taken
• The big class size was a crucial 

factor hindering the smooth 
implementation of the planned

• Co-teaching helped to provide 
additional teacher input.

implementation of the planned 
learning, teaching and 
assessment activities.

• Some students could not follow 
the activities, e.g. they found it 
hard to discover the grammar

• Tasks were broken down into 
shorter, more manageable steps, 
with very clear instructions andhard to discover the grammar 

rules from the examples.
with very clear instructions and 
demonstration to guide students 
through.

• More visual support was given to• More visual support was given to 
help visual learners understand 
and learn better.

35



Difficulties Encountered in Phase II Tryouts (II)
Difficulties Encountered Action Taken

• Some students were not active in 
class and showed little interest in

• Different kinds of activities, 
especially creative work wereclass and showed little interest in 

learning.
especially creative work, were  
provided in the course of learning.

• Teachers had to engage students 
in purposeful group work whichin purposeful group work which 
allowed more S-S interactions.

• Mixed groups provided 
opportunities for the students toopportunities for the students to 
learn from peers.  The brighter 
students helped the others to 
complete the tasks and the p
weaker students were more 
willing to approach group 
members for assistance.

36



Difficulties Encountered in Phase II Tryouts (III)
Difficulties Encountered Action to be Taken in Future

• Teachers were not sure if students 
could really acquire the grammar

• Instead of using only summative 
assessments teachers have tocould really acquire the grammar 

knowledge as some tasks were 
rather “unconventional” to both the 
teachers and the students

assessments, teachers have to 
evaluate the effectiveness of 
learning and teaching through 
various formative assessments e gteachers and the students. various formative assessments, e.g. 
class work & presentations with 
timely feedback.

• The teaching outcome was not as • It might not be easy to try• The teaching outcome was not as 
ideal as expected.

• It might not be easy to try 
something new with S3 students as 
some of them have already 
developed some less desirabledeveloped some less desirable 
learning habits.  New teaching 
approaches may produce better 
outcomes with S1 studentsoutcomes with S1 students.

• Some students could not apply 
what they had learnt in the two 
modules correctly in the final

• Language items should be recycled 
in purposeful contexts.

modules correctly in the final 
products.

37



Teachers’ Reflection on the Phase II Tryoutsy

Impact on StudentsImpact on Students
• Most students loved to work with peers.
• Most students could retain and understand the• Most students could retain and understand the 
grammar knowledge better if they could work 
out the grammar rules themselvesout the grammar rules themselves.

• Students loved creative work and assignments 
which matched their learning preferenceswhich matched their learning preferences.

• Students learnt best when they could make 
use of grammar knowledge in contextuse of grammar knowledge in context.

38



Students’ Comments on the Board Game 
“Under Arrest!”Under Arrest!

This game:This game:

• allows us to apply our grammar 
knowledge in a meaningful context.

• allows us to interact with one 
another.  If I have problems, I can get 
them sorted with the help of my p y
group mates.  

• creates room for more creativity and 
originalityoriginality.

• is more challenging!

• is fun!is fun!

39



Students’ Comments on the Use of the Inductive Approach

• We learnt actively and 
participated in class 
activities with a high 
degree of involvement.

• We identified the 
grammar rulesgrammar rules 
ourselves.  In the end, 
knowledge could be 
consolidated and 
better retained.

40



Teachers’ Reflection on the Phase II Tryouts

• Learning and teaching should be more 
t d t t d d i l l istudent-centred and curriculum planning 

should address what students need to learn
i t d f h t t h h t t hinstead of what teachers have to teach.

• Teachers should vary their support and 
id i t t d t biliti dguidance in response to student abilities and 

readiness.
P f l f k l d h l d• Purposeful use of grammar knowledge helped 
students learn and retain the grammar rules 
b ttbetter.

• Teachers should have faith in students as they 
bl t k ll b ti l iwere able to work collaboratively in groups.

41



Way Forward
Future Implementation of DI in theFuture Implementation of DI in the 

Teaching of English

DifferentiatedDifferentiated 
Instruction

Content Process Product 
• Different  teaching   

strategies &• Resources will be • A wide range ofstrategies & 
activities will be 
employed

varied to match 
students’ current 
levels of 
understanding. • Flexible grouping 

will be adopted

A wide range of 
product formats 
will be 
considered.

Learning Environment 42

will be adopted.



LinksLinks
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Students’ Work – Tryout I
Board Game (1)
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Students’ Work – Tryout I
Board Game (2)
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Students’ Work – Tryout I 
Bookmarks
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Students’ Work – Tryout I
Leaflet (1)
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Students’ Work - Tryout I
Leaflet (2)

48



Students’ Work – Tryout II
Case Cards

• Case 5: (more demanding as Ss have to provide a more comprehensive ( g p p
answer)

I am a Rabbit.  I plan 
to go to Hong Kong g g g
with my friend, who 
is a Sheep.  When 
should we go on the 
trip? What placestrip?  What places 
should we visit in 
Hong Kong?  What 
should we buy to y
bring us more luck?  
More importantly, 
what should I pay 
attention to d ringattention to during 
my visit?

49



Students’ Work – Tryout II
A ‘Lucky’ Travel Plan (1)
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Students’ Work – Tryout II
A ‘Lucky’ Travel Plan (2)
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